PIAA DISTRICT 3 CHAMPIONSHIPS

2012-2013 PIAA DISTRICT 3 GIRLS AAA TEAM TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS
MATCH RESULTS

OCTOBER 12, 16-17, 2012

HERSHEY RACQUET CLUB
HERSHEY, PA
CLASS AAA TEAM TENNIS QUARTERFINAL MATCH RESULTS

**Hershey 3, Dallastown 0**

#1 Singles: Libby Nolan H vs Emily Westenberger 2-6, 6-4 DNF
#2 Singles: Julia Hennrikus H vs Emily Kistler 6-2, 2-6, 2-2 DNF
#3 Singles: Adriana von Rago H def. Danielle Lucabaugh 6-4, 6-2
#1 Doubles: Christiana Kreamer/MacKenzie Klinger H def. Amanda Shapiro/Hilary Godin 6-2, 6-0
#2 Doubles: Saira Kothari/MacKenzie Twaddell H def. Artika Saharan/Angela Friedrich 6-3, 7-6(1)

**Susquehannock 3, Central Dauphin 2**

#1 Singles: Katie Wagner S def. Lexi Owens 6-1, 6-0
#2 Singles: Adriana Bullaj S def. Lauren McNair 6-2, 6-0
#3 Singles: Usha Baublitz S def. Julia Sternberg 6-0, 6-1
#1 Doubles: Rachel Brosius/Kelly Gillaspy CD def. Caroline Vesper/Chelsey Simmers 6-0, 6-3
#2 Doubles: Valerie Shreffler/Rachel Sternberg CD def. Cheyenne Hess/Lucy Kalista 6-0, 6-0

**Cedar Crest 3, Lampeter-Strasburg 2**

#1 Singles: Sarah Sambrick LS def. Catherine Bond 2-6, 6-4, 6-2
#2 Singles: Savanah Burton LS def. Madeleine Overholt 4-6, 6-2, 6-1
#3 Singles: Madison Fortna CC def. Tori Schultz 6-2, 4-6, 6-4
#1 Doubles: Andrea Smith/Rachel Smith CC def. Jillian Newmoyer/Megan Vogt 6-2, 6-3
#2 Doubles: Jolie Zinn/Kaitlyn Mulligan CC def. Helaine Mazaheri/Ashley Gochenauer 6-3, 6-3

**Manheim Township 3, Wilson 0**

#1 Singles: Sruthi Kamprath W vs Emily Mann 6-3 DNF
#2 Singles: Meredith Meyer MT def. Kirsten Biehl 6-1, 6-1
#3 Singles: Emily Murphy MT def. Rachael Moyer 6-1, 6-3
#1 Doubles: Doris Simic/Effy Georgallis MT vs Crystal Moyer/Jamie Weisberg 7-5, 5-4 DNF
#2 Doubles: Addy Deery/Carolyn Mann MT def. Shannon Bobst/Lauren Barron 6-1, 6-3
CLASS AAA TEAM TENNIS SEMIFINAL MATCH RESULTS

Hershey 3, Susquehannock 2

#1 Singles: Katie Wagner S def. Libby Nolan 6-2, 6-2
#2 Singles: Adriana Bullaj S def. Julia Hennrikus 6-3, 6-2
#3 Singles: Adriana von Rago H def. Usha Baublitz 7-5, 6-1
#1 Doubles: Christina Kreamer/MacKenzie Klinger H def. Caroline Vesper/Chelsey Simmers 6-0, 6-1
#2 Doubles: Saira Kothari/MacKenzie Twadell H def. Cheyenne Hess/Lucy Kalista 6-0, 6-0

Manheim Township 3, Cedar Crest 0

#1 Singles: Emily Mann MT def. Catherine Bond 6-0, 6-1
#2 Singles: Meredith Meyer MT def. Madeleine Overholt 6-2, 6-2
#3 Singles: Emily Murphy MT vs Madison Fortna 6-4, 3-0
#1 Doubles: Doris Simic/Effy Georgallis MT vs Andrea Smith/Rachel Smith 6-3, 3-6, 1-1
#2 Doubles: Addy Deery/Carolyn Mann MT def. Jolie Zinn/Kaitlyn Mulligan 6-1, 6-4

CLASS AAA TEAM TENNIS THIRD-PLACE MATCH RESULTS

Susquehannock 3, Cedar Crest 2

#1 Singles: Katie Wagner S def. Catherine Bond 6-1, 6-1
#2 Singles: Adriana Bullaj S def. Madeleine Overholt 6-3, 6-1
#3 Singles: Usha Baublitz S Madison Fortna 6-3, 6-2
#1 Doubles: Rachel Smith/Andrea Smith CC def. Caroline Vesper/Chelsey Simmers 6-2, 6-4
#2 Doubles: Jolie Zinn/Kaitlyn Mulligan CC def. Cheyenne Hess/Lucy Kalista 6-0, 6-0

CLASS AAA TEAM TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIP MATCH RESULTS

Manheim Township 3, Hershey 0

#1 Singles: Emily Mann MT def. Libby Nolan 7-5, 6-2
#2 Singles: Meredith Meyer MT def. Julia Hennrikus 6-1, 6-1
#3 Singles: Emily Murphy MT vs Adriana Von Rago 2-6, 6-1, 1-1
#1 Doubles: Doris Simic/Effy Georgallis MT vs Christina Kreamer/Mackenzie Klinger 6-7(3), 0-3
#2 Doubles: Addy Deery/Carolyn Mann MT def. Saria Kothari/Mackenzie Twaddell 6-2, 7-5